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THE TEDDINGTON CONTROLS LTD RETIREMENT BENEFITS SCHEME 

 

Annual Governance Statement by the Chair of the Trustee for the Scheme  

For the Period 6 April 2020 to 5 April 2021 

 

Introduction 

This statement has been prepared in accordance with regulation 23 the Occupational Pension 
Scheme (Scheme Administration) Regulations 1996, as amended (the “Administration 
Regulations”), and related Pensions Regulator guidance. 

It relates to The Teddington Controls Ltd Retirement Benefits Scheme (the “Scheme”), which 
provides benefits on a money purchase basis for the majority of the members.  

For some members, the Scheme was used to ‘contract out’ of the State second pension (previously 
the State Earnings Related Pension Scheme) and, as such, has to provide a minimum level of 
benefit in respect of part of those members’ funds. Should that part of a member’s fund be 
insufficient to provide this minimum benefit, the employer is responsible for making good any 
shortfall. This is commented on further below. 

This statement covers the period from 6 April 2020 to 5 April 2021. 

Dalriada Trustees Limited (Dalriada) was appointed sole trustee to the Scheme in October 2016. 

The Scheme is closed to new members. 

The Scheme’s funds are invested in three policies with Royal London, being the Crest Secure and 
Crest Growth policies as well as the Royal London Retirement Solutions policy. These policies are 
no longer able to accept contributions. 

The Crest Secure fund is similar to a with profits fund but with a lower exposure to the stock 
market. As a result, there is no terminal bonus although a regular bonus is added to the fund’s 
value from time to time. 

The Crest Growth fund and the Retirement Solutions policy invest in a range of Royal London 
unitised funds offering equity, fixed interest and cash options. 

Members whose funds are invested in the Crest Growth policy may switch funds once a year 
without charge. There is no restriction to switching funds under the Retirement Solutions policy.  

There is no automatic life-styling under these policies. 

The default investment fund is the Crest Secure policy. 

Generally, the aim is to deliver growth over the member’s lifetime within the Scheme without 
excessive risk taking. 

As commented above, the Scheme was contracted out of the State Second Pension (previously the 
State Earnings Related Pension Scheme, SERPS) and, as a result, both members and the employer 
would have paid lower National Insurance contributions. 

However, because the Scheme was contracted out, part of a member’s fund must be used to 
provide members (or their spouses in the event of death) with benefits broadly equal to those they 
would have received had they not been contracted out. These benefits are known as Guaranteed 
Minimum Pensions (or GMPs). To the extent that there is a shortfall in the cost of providing these 
minimum benefits, this has to be met by the sponsoring employer. 

Currently, there is a shortfall and the sponsoring employer is making regular payments to a 
contingency fund and, to the extent necessary, making additional payments when members come 
to take their benefits. This does limit the options available to both Dalriada and the sponsoring 
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employer with regard to the Scheme as the Scheme cannot be wound up without crystallising the 
funding shortfall in full. 

 

Default arrangement 

A number of requirements of the Administration Regulations, which are referred to in this 
statement, relate only to a “default arrangement” as defined in the Administration Regulations. The 
Scheme is closed to new members and does not have a default fund for ongoing accrual. It is not a 
qualifying scheme within the meaning given by section 99 of the Pensions Act 2008. It is not used 
to meet any auto-enrolment obligations and no contributions are being paid into the Scheme.  

The Scheme did not offer a Default Lifestyle Strategy. 

 

Statement of Investment Principles  

Ordinarily, trustees should prepare a statement of investment principles (“SIP”) governing 
decisions about investments. This is a requirement for schemes with membership of 100 members 
or more. 

No Statement of Investment Principles exists for the Scheme as it has fewer than 100 members 
and as such is not a requirement. 

 

Review of default strategy and default arrangements 

As noted above, as there is no default arrangement or default strategy in place for the Scheme at 
the current time then there has been no review of the default arrangement or default strategy in 
the year in question and no previous review for which a date can be given. 

 

Independent Auditor 

Dalriada has appointed an independent auditor to carry out an annual audit of the Scheme. This 
includes the core financial transactions that have taken place during the Scheme year.  

In addition, Dalriada controls the Scheme bank account and performs monthly reconciliations to 
ensure that all transactions processed through the bank accounts (money in and out) can be 
accounted for. Any transactions which cannot be accounted for are investigated and corrected if 
required. However, as the Scheme is closed and there are no contributions being paid into the 
Scheme, the number of transactions is limited and relate, in the main, to member payments. 

 

Core Financial Transactions 

Trustees have a specific duty to ensure that core financial transactions relating to defined 
contribution (DC) schemes are processed promptly and accurately. These include the following: 

• investing contributions in the Scheme 

• transferring assets related to members into or out of the Scheme 

• transferring the assets between different investments within the Scheme 

• making payments from the Scheme to or on behalf of the members. 

As the Scheme is closed to new members and is not accepting ongoing member contributions, 
regular transactions and routine administration tasks are limited to those in relation to settlement 
of members’ benefits. 
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• Scheme administration is undertaken by Royal London 

• Investment fund administration and custody of assets is undertaken by Royal London 

• Investment management is undertaken by Royal London. 

Any mistakes or delays are investigated thoroughly and action is taken to put things right as 
quickly as possible. 

Benefit settlements are generally processed through Dalriada, so Dalriada has oversight of these 
activities. 

Royal London’s Service Standards for switches are next working day however there have been no 
ad-hoc switches over the 2019/20 Scheme Year. For disinvestments, Royal London aim to 
complete 95% within 5 to 10 working days from the date the last piece of information is received. 
Royal London have met this target for the 2019/20 Scheme Year.  

Dalriada can confirm that core transactions have been processed promptly and accurately and that 
there have been no breaches of the requirements on these core financial transactions during the 
2019/20 Scheme year. 

We have commented in previous Chair statements as to our concerns about Royal London’s 
timescales for producing benefit quotations and the annual benefit statements. We reported that 
there had been an improvement in this area last year. There has been a delay in sending out 
benefit statements this year, related to Covid, but believe this to be an isolated issue.  

 

Charges and Transaction Costs 

The new governance rules require the Trustees to make an assessment of charges and transactions 
costs borne by the DC scheme members and the extent to which those charges and costs 
represent good value for money for members.  

Member funds are invested in one or more of the three policies under the Scheme, managed by 
Royal London, being either Crest Growth, Crest Secure or the Retirement Solutions policies. 

All charges for the Crest Secure policy are taken into account in the declared level of interest each 
year. 

Under the Crest Growth policy there is a 1% Annual Management Charge applied together with a 
5% bid offer spread (i.e. a price differential between the cost of buying and selling units). 

Under the Retirement Solutions policy there is 0.75% Annual Management Charge and no bid offer 
spread. 

Under the Crest Growth policy, members are able to switch investments once a year, free of 
charge.  

Where the GMP ‘underpin’ referred to above applies, members (or their spouse, in the event of 
death) will receive that level of benefit, irrespective of the charges applied to that part of their 
fund. 

There is no restriction to switching funds under the Retirement Solutions policy. 

Members are not able to switch investments under the Crest Secure policy. 

Members are not charged extra when they stop contributing which is significant to the extent that 
the Scheme is closed to new members and the policies in which the Scheme is invested are no 
longer able to accept contributions. 

There are no exit charges when members access their benefits on retirement. However, charges 
may apply in other circumstances. 

No maximum charge cap applies to the Scheme. 
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All administration and other costs of managing the Scheme are met either under the terms of the 
contract or by the sponsoring employer. 

Dalriada is satisfied that the overall level of charges is acceptable taking into account the 
circumstances of the Scheme, not least that the Scheme cannot be wound up without crystallising 
a material funding shortfall. 

Royal London is not able to provide an indication of the impact of charges at a Scheme level. 
However, the impact of charges is shown on each member’s own individual annual statement. 

 

“Good value” assessment of charges and transactions 

Dalriada has assessed the extent to which the charges described above represent “good value” for 
members during the Scheme year, by considering the level of member borne charges against the 
benefits attributable to such charges. It is worth noting that, when assessing good value, it is not 
just the charges and transaction costs that are reviewed but all of the factors which feed into each 
member’s experience.  

Whether something represents “good value” is not capable of being precisely defined, but for these 
purposes, the Trustee considers that charges may be viewed as representing “good value” for 
members where an optimum combination of cost and quality is achieved for the membership as a 
whole, relative to other options available in the market.   

 

Royal London Internal Controls  

Royal London refer trustees and members to the Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited 
Annual Report and Accounts which are publicly available on their website; 

2020-annual-report-and-accounts.pdf (royallondon.com) 

The Royal London Group is defined as The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited and its 
subsidiaries. Pages 58 to 60 of the Annual Report and Accounts is focused on their Risk 
Management and Internal Controls. The Board is responsible for the Group’s system of risk 
management and internal control, as well as for reviewing its effectiveness. Page 59 sets out the 
Group’s risk Governance structures and the risk responsibilities of the Board and Management. 

Royal London has confirmed that, since the Annual Report and Accounts covers the period ending 
31 December 2020, that there have not been any material balance sheet events since that date.  

Royal London monitor their service levels. All administration for the Scheme is dealt with by one 
central team and this particular type of work is checked by a second user. Their work is regularly 
monitored by a separate Quality Assurance team and they are also internally audited from time to 
time.  

Dalriada also regularly monitors Royal London’s performance on an ongoing basis. 

As commented above, Dalriada has previously expressed concern over certain aspects of Royal 
London’s performance and we are pleased to note some improvement. There remain some issues 
with regard to provision of information for the preparation of the annual Report and Accounts and 
we continue to work to address this. 

Notwithstanding the issues with some parts of the administration service provided by Royal 
London, currently the administration charges are provided under the terms of the policy without 
explicit charges being levied. Given this, it would be difficult to look to alternative providers without 
incurring significant additional costs.  

Also as commented above, there is no straightforward exit option from the contract as the Scheme 
provides a GMP benefits underpin for some members. 

 

https://www.royallondon.com/siteassets/site-docs/about-us/2020-annual-report-and-accounts.pdf
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The cumulative effect over time of the application of charges and costs on the value of a 
member’s accrued rights to money purchase benefits  

Ordinarily, Royal London has provided illustrations of the cumulative effect of costs and charges for 
a typical member of each of the three funds and we have appended copies of these illustrations to 
the Chairman’s statement. Due to a technical issue Royal London have been unable to provide 
updated illustrations at the date of this Chairman’s statement. However, we have appended further 
copies of the illustrations provided in 2019, for information 

Dalriada will make a copy of the Chairman’s statement available to members on a website and 
notify them of this in the annual benefit statements. 

When updated illustrations are provided, we will update the Chairman’s statement and publish this 
to the website and advise members accordingly.  

Members should note, however, that the impact charges applied to members’ funds are shown on 
member benefit statements. Should members have any queries with regard to the charges applied, 
they should contact Dalriada in the first instance. 

 

Trustee Knowledge and Understanding 

Dalriada has considered the latest guidance in relation to Chairman’s Statements from The 
Pensions Regulator and has ensured that its practices reflect the requirements. It has been set out 
below how Dalriada ensures it currently meets the knowledge and understanding requirements of 
trustees.  

Dalriada is an independent professional trustee, established in 2003. 

Dalriada is on The Pensions Regulator’s register of independent trustees. The Scheme has a 
dedicated lead trustee representative, Sean Browes, who has an in depth knowledge of the Scheme 
and its governing documentation.  

Sean has been working in the pensions industry since he graduated in 1988. He worked for two 
major benefit consultancies in both administration management and consultancy roles, before 
joining Dalriada in 2003. Sean has a broad range of skills and experience suited to all areas of 
pension scheme management.  

Sean is a fully accredited member of the Association of Professional Pension Trustees, has 
completed the Pensions Regulator’s Trustee Toolkit and holds the Pensions Management Institute’s 
Certificate in DC Governance and Award in Pension Trusteeship (DC and DB). Sean has met all 
required CPD requirements. 

Sean is supported by a client team, including experienced pension scheme administrators. Adrian 
Kennett is the Dalriada Board Director with ultimate responsibility for the Scheme.  

 

Knowledge of the trust deed and rules and all documents setting out the trustee’s 
current policies 

At the point of becoming independent trustee to the Scheme, a prescribed take on process was 
followed. This included an assimilation and review of all the relevant scheme documentation, 
including the trust deed and rules.  

In addition to the knowledge held by the client, Dalriada will obtain legal advice in relation to the 
Scheme’s documentation, where necessary.  

There have been no new trustees introduced in this reporting period. However, there is an 
appropriate induction process in place to support the addition of new trustees, should it be 
necessary.  
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No policies or documents were received or updated over the period. 

 

A working knowledge of the current Statement of Investment Principles (SIP) 

As is set out earlier, the Scheme does not have a SIP at this time due to particular circumstances 
of the Scheme. 

 

Sufficient knowledge and understanding of the law relating to pensions and trusts and 
understanding of the principles relating to the funding and investment of occupational 
schemes 

Those Dalriada staff working on the Scheme, including the lead trustee representative, are obliged 
to self- evaluate their learning and development requirements on an annual basis as part of 
Dalriada’s internal appraisal process. The process identifies how staff can develop their knowledge 
and understanding, as well as where they can share their expertise in order to best support the 
Scheme. Dalriada staff are also required to comply with their respective training requirements in 
order to maintain a required level of continuing professional education (CPE) and to provide 
evidence of courses, seminars and other types of professional development to satisfy their 
respective professional bodies’ CPE requirements.  

Every trustee representative is required to undertake a minimum number of hours training in a 
year. This is recorded centrally by Dalriada’s HR Team and, where appropriate, forms part of staff 
personal development plans. This training can include internal and external courses and attendance 
at industry events, as well as a degree of self learning by way of subscriptions to professional 
publications and electronic information channels. 

Further and as noted above, every trustee representative is required to complete The Pensions 
Regulator’s Trustee Toolkit and subscribes to the updates issued by The Pensions Regulator. Every 
trustee representative will be a fully accredited member of the Association of Professional Pension 
Trustees. 

Trustee representatives belong to Dalriada’s knowledge management network which keeps them 
up to date with industry thinking. They also have access to a team of in house pensions experts 
who inform the team about changes to pensions legislation and practices. 

All Dalriada trustee representatives have access to Pendragon Perspective and Aries - both industry 
leading tools, giving access to pension legislation. 

Dalriada has its own in house legal specialists to provide support and guidance to trustee 
representatives around legislation and interpretation of scheme documentation. This is further 
aided by advice from external legal advisers, which is obtained when it is felt reinforcement is 
necessary to support Dalriada’s own understanding. 

 

Combined knowledge and understanding, together with available advice enables the 
trustees to properly exercise their function 

Dalriada has informally assessed the skill set and experience of each member of the client team. It 
has taken into account the development activities already mentioned, along with the internal 
resources made available to staff, supplemented, where required, by professional external advice.  

A more formal assessment of the skills of the team will be done periodically using a skills matrix 
developed for this purpose. Any areas for development flagged during this process will be 
addressed as part of the individual’s personal development plan and reviewed throughout the year. 

Dalriada consider that the combined knowledge and understanding of the client team enables them 
to exercise properly their function as trustee of the Scheme. In particular: 
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• Members of the client team have the relevant financial knowledge and experience to enable 
Dalriada to comply with its duties in relation to investment of the Scheme’s assets. 

• There is a vast range of pensions experience and knowledge within the client team. This is 
appropriate to deal with the governance of the Scheme in line with the trust deed and 
rules, along with other Scheme documentation. There is also a great deal of experience 
relevant to dealing with issues which might be thrown up by the Scheme which require the 
amendment of Scheme documentation.  

Sean Browes has many years of experience in the administration of pension schemes, affording 
him particular insight into  operational aspects of the administration and governance of the 
Scheme. 

 

Member Representation 

Dalriada is aware that members will be keen to keep up to date with regard to their benefits under 
the Scheme. As such, we look to keep members informed by way of the issuing of their annual 
benefit statements and, where appropriate, summary funding statements, and, in doing so, provide 
members with dedicated access points to Dalriada by means of phone and e-mail as well as a 
contact address. 

 

 

Signed for and on behalf of Dalriada Trustees Limited (the trustee) 

 

 

Chairman ……………………………………………… 

 

Date  5 November 2021 
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Appendix 1- Illustrations of the effect of costs and charges 
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Crest Growth

Table 1

This table shows the projected value of a typical member's plan in the current scheme as at 01/08/2020. 

Projected pension pot in today's money

Fund  choice Fund Choice

Default Fund Fund A Fund B Fund C

Years

Value of 

payments 

made, no 

investment Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted

1 6,113£     6,113£     6,046£     6,113£     6,046£     6,113£     6,051£     6,113£     6,069£     

3 5,818£     6,318£     6,114£     6,317£     6,113£     6,053£     5,873£     6,077£     5,947£     

5 5,538£     6,530£     6,183£     6,528£     6,181£     5,994£     5,700£     6,041£     5,827£     

10 4,894£     7,092£     6,358£     7,088£     6,354£     5,849£     5,290£     5,953£     5,538£     

15 4,326£     7,702£     6,537£     7,695£     6,531£     5,708£     4,909£     5,867£     5,264£     

20 3,824£     8,365£     6,723£     8,355£     6,714£     5,570£     4,556£     5,781£     5,004£     

25 3,379£     9,085£     6,913£     9,071£     6,901£     5,436£     4,228£     5,697£     4,756£     

30 2,987£     9,867£     7,108£     9,849£     7,094£     5,304£     3,924£     5,614£     4,521£     

35 2,640£     10,717£     7,310£     10,693£     7,293£     5,176£     3,641£     5,533£     4,297£     

40 2,333£     11,639£     7,516£     11,610£     7,496£     5,051£     3,379£     5,452£     4,084£     

Table 2

This table shows the projected growth rate for each fund as at 01/08/2020. 

Fund choice Investment name

Investment 

growth rate

Plans with this 

investment AMC

Transaction 

costs*

Default fund: Balanced Retirement Investment Strategy 4.21% 48 1.00% 0.09%

Fund A: RLP Managed 4.20% - 1.00% 0.09%

Fund B: Crest UWP 2.00% - 1.00% 0.00%

Fund C: RLP Fixed Interest 2.20% - 1.00% -0.28%

Transactions costs are not available for all funds because the information has not been provided by all of our external fund management partners.

Transaction costs for Crest Secure (Deposit Admin) are included within the AMC and are not shown as a separate transaction cost.

Notes

1. The projected pension values are shown in today's terms and take into account the effect of future inflation, which we’ve assumed will be 2.5%.

2. The starting pot size is assumed to be £6265 and that no further contributions will be made.

4. Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed 

5. Member data, including the fund value and contribution levels were last reviewed on 01 August 2020.

6. TERs and transaction costs provided by Royal London are correct at 01 August 2020.

*Transaction costs are incurred by asset managers as a result of buying, selling, lending or borrowing investments. These costs are taken into account via the daily unit price 

for each Royal London fund your policy is invested in.

3. Lifestyle strategies reduce how much exposure is placed upon the retirement savings the closer the member gets to their chosen retirement age.  Plans are invested in 

company stocks and shares in the early years and the closer they are to their retirement, are gradually switched into other assets.  And whilst this reduces their exposure to 

the stock market, the expected growth rate can change depending on how long is left until retirement.  Within these projections we’ve calculated these on a single 

equivalent growth rate using an average time to retirement over a full projection period.



Crest Secure

Table 1

This table shows the projected value of a typical member's plan in the current scheme as at 01/08/2020. 

Projected pension pot in today's money

Fund  choice The default fund is the only possible selection for this product.

Default Fund

Years

Value of 

payments 

made, no 

investment Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted

1 836£     836£     824£     

3 796£     851£     815£     

5 758£     866£     805£     

10 670£     905£     782£     

15 592£     945£     759£     

20 523£     988£     737£     

25 462£     1,032£     716£     

30 409£     1,078£     695£     

35 361£     1,126£     675£     

40 319£     1,176£     656£     

Table 2

This table shows the projected growth rate for each fund as at 01/08/2020. 

Fund choice Investment name

Investment 

growth rate

Plans with this 

investment AMC

Transaction 

costs*

Default fund: Deposit Admin 3.40% 2 1.45% 0.00%

Transactions costs are not available for all funds because the information has not been provided by all of our external fund management partners.

Transaction costs for Crest Secure (Deposit Admin) are included within the AMC and are not shown as a separate transaction cost.

Notes

1. The projected pension values are shown in today's terms and take into account the effect of future inflation, which we’ve assumed will be 2.5%.

2. The starting pot size is assumed to be £857 and that no further contributions will be made.

4. Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed 

5. Member data, including the fund value and contribution levels were last reviewed on 01 August 2020.

6. TERs and transaction costs provided by Royal London are correct at 01 August 2020.

*Transaction costs are incurred by asset managers as a result of buying, selling, lending or borrowing investments. These costs are taken into account via the daily unit price 

for each Royal London fund your policy is invested in.

3. Lifestyle strategies reduce how much exposure is placed upon the retirement savings the closer the member gets to their chosen retirement age.  Plans are invested in 

company stocks and shares in the early years and the closer they are to their retirement, are gradually switched into other assets.  And whilst this reduces their exposure to 

the stock market, the expected growth rate can change depending on how long is left until retirement.  Within these projections we’ve calculated these on a single 

equivalent growth rate using an average time to retirement over a full projection period.



Retirement Solutions

Table 1

This table shows the projected value of a typical member's plan in the current scheme as at 01/08/2020. 

Projected pension pot in today's money

Fund  choice Fund  choice

Default Fund Fund A Fund B Fund C

Years

Value of 

payments 

made, no 

investment Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted Before Charges

After all charges 

+ costs deducted

1 10,449£    10,579£     10,500£     10,888£     10,807£     10,554£     10,475£     10,679£     10,599£     

3 9,946£     10,321£     10,091£     11,252£     11,001£     10,247£     10,018£     10,617£     10,380£     

5 9,467£     10,069£     9,697£     11,629£     11,199£     9,949£     9,582£     10,555£     10,165£     

10 8,367£     9,466£     8,780£     12,626£     11,710£     9,242£     8,572£     10,401£     9,647£     

15 7,395£     8,900£     7,949£     13,708£     12,244£     8,586£     7,669£     10,250£     9,155£     

20 6,536£     8,367£     7,197£     14,883£     12,803£     7,976£     6,861£     10,101£     8,689£     

25 5,777£     7,866£     6,517£     16,159£     13,387£     7,409£     6,138£     9,954£     8,246£     

30 5,106£     7,395£     5,900£     17,544£     13,997£     6,882£     5,491£     9,809£     7,826£     

35 4,513£     6,952£     5,342£     19,048£     14,636£     6,393£     4,912£     9,666£     7,427£     

40 3,989£     6,536£     4,837£     20,681£     15,303£     5,939£     4,395£     9,526£     7,049£     

Table 2

This table shows the projected growth rate for each fund as at 01/08/2020. 

Fund choice Investment name

Investment 

growth rate

Plans with this 

investment AMC

Transaction 

costs*

Default fund Balanced Retirement Investment Strategy 1.2% 61 0.75% 0.10%

Fund A RLP Managed 4.2% 13 0.75% 0.09%

Fund B RLP Deposit 1.0% 4 0.75% -0.01%

Fund C RLP Fixed Interest 2.2% 3 0.75% -0.28%

Transactions costs are not available for all funds because the information has not been provided by all of our external fund management partners.

Notes

1. The projected pension values are shown in today's terms and take into account the effect of future inflation, which we’ve assumed will be 2.5%.

2. The starting pot size is assumed to be £10711 and that no further contributions will be made.

4. Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed 

5. Member data, including the fund value and contribution levels were last reviewed on 01 August 2020.

6. TERs and transaction costs provided by Royal London are correct at 01 August 2020. PDF6PD0005

3. Lifestyle strategies reduce how much exposure is placed upon the retirement savings the closer the member gets to their chosen retirement age.  Plans are invested in 

company stocks and shares in the early years and the closer they are to their retirement, are gradually switched into other assets.  And whilst this reduces their exposure to 

the stock market, the expected growth rate can change depending on how long is left until retirement.  Within these projections we’ve calculated these on a single 

equivalent growth rate using an average time to retirement over a full projection period.

*Transaction costs are incurred by asset managers as a result of buying, selling, lending or borrowing investments. These costs are taken into account via the daily unit price 

for each Royal London fund your policy is invested in.
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